German for adults

Study German and discover Germany
Age group

17 years and older

Course content

General German

Course locations

Berlin | Frankfurt | Hamburg | Munich

Course duration

1 to 48 weeks

Course dates

year-round | every Monday

this, too, the Standard Course will be the ideal choice. In any

Course levels

all levels | also beginners

case, deciding for this particular language course will guaran-

Lessons

20 lessons per week

Students per class

10 to 12 | 15 students max.

Course content and teaching methods

Activity program

2 per week | weekend excursions

Accommodation

family | youth hotel | private room

The Standard Course focuses on learning and actively using language structures – this way the instruction is very much practice
oriented. But what does this actually mean? Your teacher will
assign you an active role while studying German and will draw
you and your fellow students directly into his interactive instruction. We try to avoid that you just sit there passively, listening what the teacher is going to explain up front. Your teacher
will help you studying the language by instructing you clearly
and thus enabling you to develop and to explain grammatical
rules and structures on your own and independently. Because
only when you actively understand what you’ve learned you
will also memorize and internalize it permanently.

If you want to get to know Germany and the Germans while
you study their language you should decide for the Standard
Course! 4 lessons a day will give you enough time to discover
your new surroundings. Simply get together with a couple of
your fellow students after class and go on a discovery tour…
Or use your free time after class for studying on your own – for
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Standard Courses | 20 lessons

German for adults

Group tuition

tee you lots of activities.

Included in the price
Placement test at beginning of course
Personal assessment interview
Standard Course with 20 lessons per week
Certificate Standard Course

In the Standard Course, German language will always be practiced and taught in context by using as far as possible authentic,
everyday life language situations. This way you will study language in everyday, professional and university situations – after
all, you study towards a well-defined goal and you want to focus
on that from the very beginning. Through this practical orien-

2 activities per week (admission and fare not incl.)
Weekend excursions (admission and fare not incl.)
University advisory service

Standard Course | Timetable*
Morning timetable
09:00 - 10:30

2 lessons

10:30 - 10:45

Break

10:45 - 12:15

2 lessons

12:15 - 13:00

Lunch break

13:00 - 14:30

2 lessons

Afternoon timetable
13:00 - 14:30

2 lessons

14:30 - 14:45

Break

14:45 - 16:15

2 lessons

16:15 - 16:30

Break

16:30 - 18:00

2 lessons

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Standard Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)
Standard Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)
Self-Study Center
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Self-Study Center
Standard Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)
Standard Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)

*Subject to changes | In case the school reaches maximum capacity lessons may also take place in the afternoon!
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German for adults

Here you‘ll study German easily
Age group

17 years and older

Course content

General German

Course locations

Berlin | Frankfurt | Hamburg | Munich

Course duration

1 to 48 weeks

Course dates

year-round | every Monday

diploma exam at did, the TestDaF or the DSH – the Intensive

Course levels

all levels | also beginners

Course is going to prepare you in the best possible way and will

Lessons

24 lessons per week

Students per class

10 to 12 | 15 students max.

Course content and teaching methods

Activity program

2 per week | weekend excursions

Accommodation

family | youth hotel | private room

Unlike the Standard Course, the Intensive Course also provides
enough time to work on up-to-date topics from politics, culture
and science. Hence, the four language skills listening, reading,
speaking and writing will not only be trained based on a textbook but the teachers also use supplementary, specially selected materials. It is the birthday of a famous German politician or
artist? There are interesting political news from Berlin? It often
happens that the class will discuss the current news and interesting events in the Intensive Course, that current topics will
spontaneously become part of the program the class was going
to work on at the moment. Thus, you study German and you
will be fully informed at the same time.

You want to reach important linguistic goals in a short time
and you want to see quick learning results? In that case you
might decide for the Intensive Course since it’ll give you the
opportunity to concentrate intensively on the language goals.
No doubt, the Intensive Course is definitely the best choice if
you want to prepare for an exam, no matter if you go for a
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Intensive Courses | 24 lessons

German for adults

Group tuition

help you to pass these exams successfully.

Included in the price
Placement test at beginning of course
Personal assessment interview
Intensive Course with 24 lessons per week
Certificate Intensive Course

The Intensive Course covers 24 lessons. Two lessons each will be
taught on Tuesdays and Thursdays in the afternoons. While we
closely work with the textbooks most of the time during the morning sessions, the afternoon seminars open up possibilities for
an intensive communicative training. The teacher is organizing
the instruction in such a way that all participants can actively

2 activities per week (admission and fare not incl.)
Weekend excursions (admission and fare not incl.)
University advisory service

Intensive Course | Timetable*
Morning timetable
09:00 - 10:30

2 lessons

10:30 - 10:45

Break

10:45 - 12:15

2 lessons

12:15 - 13:00

Lunch break

13:00 - 14:30

2 lessons

Afternoon timetable
13:00 - 14:30

2 lessons

14:30 - 14:45

Break

14:45 - 16:15

2 lessons

16:15 - 16:30

Break

16:30 - 18:00

2 lessons

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Intensive Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)
Intensive Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)

Monday

Intensive Course

Self-Study Center

Intensive Course

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Intensive Course

Self-Study Center

Intensive Course

Friday

Intensive Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)
Intensive Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)

*Subject to changes | In case the school reaches maximum capacity lessons may also take place in the afternoon!
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German for adults

Learning at the highest standard
Age group

17 years and older

Course content

General German

Course locations

Berlin | Frankfurt | Hamburg | Munich

Course duration

1 to 48 weeks

Course dates

year-round | every Monday

prefer improving specialized vocabulary? In the Premium Course

Course levels

all levels | also beginners

your wishes will be realized and there is no other course where

Lessons

28 lessons per week

Students per class

10 to 12 | 15 students max.

Course content and teaching methods

Activity program

2 per week | weekend excursions

Accommodation

family | youth hotel | private room

The Premium Course is the ideal possibility to acquire and improve German knowledge very fast. Especially if you plan to stay
only for a short period of time, you can still reach more learning goals than in other types of courses. This is not at all surprising – after all, the Premium Course covers 28 lessons per week
and is the most comprehensive group course we can offer. The
specialty of the Premium Course, however, is that it combines a
dynamic group atmosphere with an utmost individual learning
flexibility: We expect your contributions, your personal suggestions and ideas, you tell us what you need to study, what you
want to learn, or where you still feel having some problems.

You would like to study German in a group and would like to
have a certain influence regarding the course content? This will
be possible in the Premium Course. Especially in the afternoon
sessions, your needs will be considered because the course topics and contents will be defined with your cooperation. Do you
like to go over certain grammatical problems or do you rather
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Premium Courses | 28 lessons

German for adults

Group tuition

making progress is going faster and will be more noticeable.

Included in the price
Placement test at beginning of course
Personal assessment interview
Premium Course with 28 lessons per week

Far more than in all the other courses, in the Premium Course you
and the other students will become the main characters in class,
because the course focuses on your participation and relies on
your contributions. The educational concept intends to motivate
you using the language automatically and intuitively – both in
normal, almost everyday situations and in different contexts of
professional, work and university situations. In the afternoons,

Certificate Premium Course
2 activities per week (admission and fare not incl.)
Weekend excursions (admission and fare not incl.)
University advisory service

Premium Course | Timetable*
Morning timetable
09:00 - 10:30

2 lessons

10:30 - 10:45

Break

10:45 - 12:15

2 lessons

12:15 - 13:00

Lunch break

13:00 - 14:30

2 lessons

Afternoon timetable
13:00 - 14:30

2 lessons

14:30 - 14:45

Break

14:45 - 16:15

2 lessons

16:15 - 16:30

Break

16:30 - 18:00

2 lessons

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Premium Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)
Premium Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)
Premium Course

Premium Course

Self-Study Center

Premium Course

Premium Course

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Premium Course

Premium Course

Self-Study Center

Premium Course

Premium Course

Premium Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)
Premium Course (2 lessons of 45 minutes)

*Subject to changes | In case the school reaches maximum capacity lessons may also take place in the afternoon!
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German for adults

Your teacher focuses on you alone
Age group

17 years and older

Course content

General German | Specialized German

Course locations

Berlin | Frankfurt | Hamburg | Munich

Course duration

on request

Course dates

year-round

Course levels

all levels | also beginners

Lessons

2 lessons per week and more

Accommodation

family | youth hotel | private room

In this type of language training the instruction is determined
by your individual pre-knowledge and the language goals you
want to reach. Your teacher will arrange the instruction completely according the content you have decided on: What are
the linguistic terms for discussion or describing a graph? You can
book individual instruction in addition to the 3 group courses
Standard, Intensive and Premium. Furthermore you can decide
how many individual lessons you want to study with a private
teacher – however, you should take at least 2 units per week.
If you decide against group instruction and for studying exclusively with a private teacher, you’ll have to register for at least
20 units per week.

Included in the price
Let’s be egoistic! At least if you’re interested to learn German
perfectly and as quickly as possible… If you want to study Ger-

Placement test at beginning of course
Personal assessment interview

man very intensively and if flexibility is important for you, you

Individual tuition with no. of lessons as booked

should study one-to-one – with a teacher who takes care of

Use of personal teaching materials on request

your personal needs. If you decide for this type of language

2 activities per week (admission and fare not incl.)

training, you will not have to share – your teacher is only focus-

Weekend excursions (admission and fare not incl.)

ing on you and your learning progress…at any time! You didn’t

Progression report (upon request)
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One-to-One Courses

German for adults

Individual tuition

understand an explanation? No problem – you can go over this
once again…as often as you want!

My teacher is
super friendly and
speaks only
German with me
Sergey Karpov, 19, from Russia

Study German at your own rhythm
You want to decide individually both on topics and pace of the
instruction? You want to reach a certain goal and you want to
study German successfully? In this case we recommend you to
take several lessons of individual instruction in addition to your
group course. Because regardless whether you have decided
for a Standard, Intensive or Premium Course… only individual
instruction can guarantee that your teacher is focusing on your
specific needs and problems. You still got a question concerning a topic that was already discussed in the classroom? Well,
let’s get started! Your teacher will explain everything to you!
Because here you’ve got plenty of time to speak about everything in detail and to work according to your own rhythm.

deutsch in deutschland

